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apple iphone charger teardown quality in a tiny expensive - the iphone power adapter is a switching power supply
where the input power is switched on and off about 70 000 times a second in order to get the exact output voltage required
because of their design switching power supplies are generally compact and efficient and generate little waste heat, apple
iphone 6s techinsights - apple iphone 6s smartphone chipworks recently completed transistor characterization of the
samsung 14 nm finfet process logic chipworks provides, iphone 6s plus teardown reveals a 165 mah battery - after
taking apart the 4 7 inch iphone 6s repair wizards over at ifixit have now disassembled its bigger brethren the 5 5 inch
iphone 6s plus model a1687 a1634 after popping the handset open the ifixit team immediately discovered a largely
unchanged layout from the iphone 6 and a slightly, iphone ipad mac buyer s guide know when to buy - macrumors buyer
s guide this page provides a product summary for each apple model the intent is to provide our best recommendations
regarding current product cycles and to provide a summary of currently available rumors for each model, free iphone repair
guides and videos from directfix - free iphone repair guides and videos from directfix the leader in iphone screen
replacements and battery repairs, tiny cheap and dangerous inside a fake iphone charger - according to reports a
woman in china was tragically electrocuted using her iphone while it was charging this seems technically plausible to me if
she were using a cheap or counterfeit charger like i describe below there s 340 volts dc inside the charger which is enough
to kill in a cheap, xiaomi mi 5s teardown myfixguide com - highlights of mi 5s qualcomm snapdragon 821 processor 3gb
or 4gb ram 64gb or 128gb onboard storage 12 megapixel rear camera 4 megapixel front camera, not receiving email from
some senders everything macintosh - recent posts iphone xs and iphone xs max carrier deals buy one get one 700 off 0
per month with eligible trade more iphone xs and iphone xs max carrier deals buy one get one 700 off 0 per month with
eligible trade more, ee times electronic engineering times connecting the - ee times connects the global electronics
community through news analysis education and peer to peer discussion around technology business products and design,
amazon com anker powercore 26800 pd with 30w power - amazon com anker powercore 26800 pd with 30w power
delivery charger portable charger bundle for iphone x 8 nexus 5x 6p lg g5 usb type c laptops e g 2016 macbook power
delivery support cell phones accessories, informationweek serving the information needs of the - informationweek com
news analysis commentary and research for business technology professionals, galaxy note 9 release date specs and
price samsung will - five things you should look for in choosing a testing provider choosing a testing partner can be
complex so what do you look for this guide offers insight into the qualities you must look for, new ipad display technology
shoot out - categories apple ipad 2 apple new ipad apple iphone 4 comments display technology 9 7 inch ips lcd
amorphous silicon 9 7 inch ips lcd amorphous silicon, topic apple articles on engadget - apple iphone xs xs max and
watch series 4 pre orders are open
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